
Victor van Vlaardingen, Scawen Roberts and  Eric Bailey are three developers who produced the first racing game to be retailed online as a 
downloadable game, evading the need for a boxed product and therefore a game publisher.  The first version of the game—LFS S1 retailed for 
just £12 when games still typically cost £30 on PC.  For what was a full and quality game, this was astounding and a real glimmer of hope for 
the future of gaming. 
 
The LFS crew took a great deal of guidance from fans of simulation games in order to provide what was demanded by the players.  The result 
was a game which was well received critically, whether on web or in print magazines, as well as being adored by the fans. 
 
The playable demo first became available a long time before the first release.  The demo was incredibly well received—it actually had a central 
server running so that players could arrange online races together, without one of the players’ machines acting as host.  This meant that with 
a good connection and using the central server, it was possible to have several online players together without lag.  The full release had sev-
eral cars, several tracks and plenty of tweaking options for the cars.  It was also almost entirely bug free owing to the huge amount of beta 
testing from the closely allied fans.  Most impressively, collision detection was well thought out—being primarily an online experience, this 
was commendable.  LFS had all the great hallmarks of a quality simulation without being too difficult to control.  It even had a rally circuit to 
send your front drive hatch around for a bit of fun.  
 
The game focused initially on regular production cars (of course the performance varieties) and known as S1 this was released late May 2003, 
a year after the first demo was shown. In June 2005 S2 was released—featuring 3 more tracks (and various layouts) but critically with more 
powerful cars including and F3000 car.  It also added body, steering, suspension, and engine damage (from overreving) and tyre temperature 
and wear.  In April 2006 this was patched to allow the Sauber BMW F1 car.  Future versions are eagerly awaited. 

Below: Humble beginnings for the game which was three years in development. 


